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Vivo V5 Plus Review. Vivo V5 Plus is one of the company's flagships devices offering a powerful mid-
range 5.5-inch display with wide viewing angles, great screen clarity, a metal body with an ultra-

sharp curved back, and a suite of highly advanced imaging technology that makes it a great choice
for smartphone photography as well. And it's backed by excellent hardware and a good-enough

camera that will satisfy even the most discerning of smartphone photography buffs. Vivo V5 is the
latest entry in a long line of affordable Chinese smartphones aimed squarely at the middle of the
market. Launched late last year with the V5 Plus and V5, the V5 Plus sports a colorful, borderless

display, and has a handful of useful connectivity options for the business traveler. Power user
features include “AI Portrait Shot”, a power-saving mode, which automatically adjusts the brightness

of the display. There’s also “AI Panorama Shot”, which takes photos of landscapes or wildlife and
stitches them together automatically, and “AI Black and White Mode”, which takes a photo in black
and white. Powerful battery life. The V5 Plus has a 4,000mAh battery with rapid charging support —
the highest on any smartphone in its price range — and supports fast wireless charging. Beautiful

premium design. The V5 Plus has a design that’s the perfect mix of premium and functionality, with
a matte finish that looks great in hand. The aluminum frame around the phone supports wireless
charging, and it's easy to change and remove the battery and SIM card. The all-metal finish also

makes the phone feel incredibly sturdy — no matter how hard you try to squeeze it. Great screen.
The 5.5-inch Full HD (1920 x 1080) display on the V5 Plus has a display brightness of 400 nits, a

sharp 90.4% color gamut, and a 1800:1 contrast ratio. It’s also covered with Corning Gorilla Glass 3
for durability. Vivo V5 Plus may be a flagship smartphone, but the specs aren’t a whole lot more

powerful than you’ll find in cheaper devices. The phone runs Android 7.0 Nougat out of the box, and
sports a dual rear camera system comprising a 16MP primary sensor and a 20MP secondary. Both

have support for PDAF, 4K ( 6d1f23a050
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